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Abstract 
This paper first formulates a model of how the politicians in a local 

government collectively lobby to raise intergovernmental grants to their local 

government. The model identifies a relationship between council size and 

grants received. I then study this relationship empirically using the 

distribution of intergovernmental grants to the Swedish local governments. I 

use a fuzzy regression-discontinuity design that exploits a council size law to 

isolate exogenous variation in council size and find a large negative council 

size effect. This pattern provides indirect evidence for the occurrence of 

lobbying. The direction of the effect could be explained by free-riding 

incentives in individual lobbying effort contribution caused by a collective 

action problem in grant-raising among local government politicians.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Intergovernmental grants are important income sources for local governments in many 

countries. The functioning of this system is paramount for realizing the benefits of fiscal 

decentralization. Grants are widely used to internalize interjurisdictional externalities in 

locally provided goods and to redistribute income. However, the public choice literature 

suggests that voter choice factors, in particular the tactical concerns by grant-distributing 

politicians to secure reelection, may affect the distribution as well. Interest groups are another 

political economy factor of potential importance. Rigid formula-based grant rules and 

avoidance of discretionary power are measures often taken to avoid the influence of the 

political economy factors on the distribution. However, in the long run, the distribution rule 

itself may be subject to political bargaining and manipulation. The presence of distribution 

rules might therefore not be sufficient. 

This paper theoretically and empirically examines the distribution of intergovernmental 

grants from a local government lobbying perspective. First, I model the process using an 

interest-group rent-seeking type of model where the local governments are the interest groups 

and the grants received are the rent. The model relates council size of local governments to 

grants received. In the empirical application, I investigate the council size effect in the 

distribution of grants to the Swedish local governments 1981–2006.1  

I find that increasing local government council size by one politician decreases grants 

received with 4.5 percent of average share received which corresponds to 0.9 percent of their 

average income. The estimated council size effect is statistically significant and economically 

very large. Indirectly, this result constitutes evidence for the presence of lobbying as the 

pattern can be rationalized as a free-riding effect in lobbying effort contribution among local 

government politicians, indicating the presence of a collective action problem in grant-raising. 

However the theory does not allow me to draw any normative conclusions. 

The first empirical studies of intergovernmental grants focused on normative economic 

factors and investigated the distribution of New Deal spending in United States (e.g. Reading 

1973). They found that rich states received more than poor states in contrast to the stated 

equalization objectives. In reaction to this, voter choice models were developed (e.g. Wright 

1974) and political factors introduced in the empirical analysis. Since then, numerous papers 

have found that politics matters (see e.g. Wallis 1996 and Johansson 2003).  

                                                 
1 The municipalities are the local governments of interest and the relevant council is “kommunfullmäktige”. 
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More recently, a few voter choice models have introduced the role of grant-receiving 

local governments in addition to the grant-giving central government (Grossman 1994 and 

Borch and Owings 2001). The hypothesis is that districts good at raising votes for the central 

government receive more grants. A few empirical papers (e.g. Atlas et al. 1995 and Porto and 

Sanguinetti 2001) have found that politically overrepresented districts with relatively large 

number of representatives per capita, receive more grants. However, politically 

overrepresented districts are usually less populous districts. It is therefore often difficult to 

sort out equity concerns from vote-raising concerns.  

This paper also focuses on the grant-receivers rather than the grant-givers. However, my 

point of departure is the lobbying rather than the vote-raising aspects. Lobbying activities are 

normally studied in the interest-group rent-seeking literature. My approach therefore 

integrates the two fields by recognizing that local government can function as an interest 

group, and this could be fruitful for both fields as I will argue. 

The occurrence of lobbying activities is of big interest in itself. Many theories assume 

or predict the occurrence of lobbying activities. But since such activities often are disguised, 

suitable cases to study the phenomenon are not abundant. I argue that the grant distribution 

case is a suitable case where eventual lobbying might be detected. The existing empirical 

literature on rent-seeking is mainly focused on lobbying by companies (e.g. Goldberg and 

Maggi 1999 and Gawande and Bandyopadhyay 2000). Although lobbying can occur by 

political actors as well, this area of research is in its infancy. One pioneering paper is 

Sørensen (2003) who finds that local governments that contact the central government more 

often get more grants. Another paper is Knight (2005) who finds that districts with people in 

important legislative committees get more grants. However, none of the papers interpret such 

activities in the light of a rent-seeking model.  

The grant-distribution lobbying situation is a case of collective rent-seeking, since the 

rent is given to a group rather than to individuals. Olson (1965) argues that under such 

conditions, group members free-ride on other members’ lobbying efforts. He believes that this 

collective action problem is much worse in larger groups than smaller groups, resulting in a 

group size paradox where small groups are more successful in absolute terms despite their 

numeral inferiority. Several papers have modeled collective rent-seeking games (e.g. Tullock 

1980 and Riaz et al. 1995). Some studies the conditions under which the group size paradox 

holds (e.g. Nitzan 1991 and Esteban and Ray 2001). In addition to detect lobbying, the grant 

distribution case may shed some light on the collective action problem.  
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Free-riding behavior in politics is an issue that mostly appears in the common pool 

literature. Theory (Weingast et al. 1981) predicts a positive relationship between local 

government council size and spending. The intuition is that each politician fully internalizes 

spending on her constituents, but only a fraction of its costs since these are shared by all 

constituents, resulting in overspending from each local government’s point of view. Most 

empirical papers support the theory (e.g. Gilligan and Matsusaka 1995 and Baqir 2002). There 

may be a similar free-riding effect on the income side and this is the effect that I identify in 

my model. Rather than overspend, the free-riding effect may cause the politicians to 

underinvest in income-raising activities from each local government’s point of view.  

This paper may not only contribute to our understanding of lobbying, but also to our 

understanding of the political economy of intergovernmental grants. Rent-seeking models 

have stronger micro-foundation than the recent voter-choice-based models of 

intergovernmental grants that focus on the role of local governments. This enables me to 

relate properties of the lobbying process such as the grant-spending structure and the lobbying 

effort-cost function to the distribution. 

In the empirical application, I use a discontinuous council size rule in Swedish law to 

isolate exogenous variation in the council size of the Swedish local governments. The law 

creates a natural experiment and is used to create a fuzzy regression-discontinuity design that 

can be implemented with IV. This approach was first used by Pettersson-Lidbom (2007) to 

examine the common pool problem. The regression-discontinuity design is particular credible 

for causal inference since it exploits an explicit source of exogeneity rather than just 

eliminating apparent sources of endogeneity. On the down side is that the method usually 

requires large data sets or produces low precision. 

The paper is organized as follows. Next section formulates a collective lobbying model 

and examines when the free-riding incentives are likely to cause a group size paradox. Section 

three describes the Swedish intergovernmental grants system and why it seems reasonable to 

expect significant lobbying activities to take place here. Section four outlines the regression-

discontinuity design and motivates the non-standard measures taken in this study. Section five 

overviews the data material and gives a graphical analysis. Section six presents the regression 

results along with a number of specification tests. Last section concludes and discusses the 

interpretation of the results. 
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2. THEORY 

For a long time, it was thought that the inefficiency of monopoly only consists of the 

reduction in total consumer and producer surplus. However, Tullock (1967) argued that since 

the monopoly rent is attractive to potential monopolists, they are willing to lobby to obtain 

these benefit which leads to a misallocation of resources even if no monopoly is actually 

established. “Rent-seeking” is now the standard term used to denote these activities. Here, I 

present a collective lobbying model based on the rent-seeking models in Nitzan (1991) and 

Esteban and Ray (2001). Two features in the model differ from the basic rent-seeking model. 

First, the rents are given to groups rather than individuals. Second, the rents are divisible 

among the groups and not necessarily awarded to only one group. 

 

2.1 The Model 

Let m be the number of local governments and ni the council size, i.e. the number of council 

members or politicians, in local government i.  is then the total number of local 

government politicians in the country. m, n

∑
=

=
m

i
inN

1

i, and N are exogenously given. First, there is a 

lobbying phase where the local government politicians, indexed by j, individually choose their 

lobbying effort contribution lij to their local government’s collective lobbying effort   

to raise grants. Aggregate lobbying in the country is then denoted . 

∑
=

=
in

j
iji ll

1

∑
=

=
m

i
ilL

1

Although the politicians choose their efforts individually, we allow lobbying not only to 

be conducted by the individuals separately, but also jointly at the local government level, with 

the restriction that the collective lobbying effort is the sum of the individual efforts. However, 

I assume that each politician cares about and represents one distinct group of constituents in 

their local government. The groups do not overlap, but need not cover everyone.2 The 

politicians base their effort choice on two factors: the expected amount of resources they 

secure for their constituents and the disutility of their own effort. I work with an additively 

separable decision utility function that is linear in expected secured resources, but with a 

general effort cost function c(lij).  

                                                 
2 This assumption is standard in the empirical political economy literature (see e.g. Baqir 2002). 
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Esteban and Ray (2001) discuss the likely functional form of c(lij) in different situations. 

Their conclusion is that it is likely to be linear when the lobbying inputs are monetary 

contributions without liquidity constraint, but a power function of higher order than one 

otherwise. I restrict c(lij) to be a quasi-convex function, which accommodates the cases 

discussed. 

The second phase is the grant distribution phase. The central government distributes 

grants gi to local government i depending on their collective lobbying effort li and in 

total , where G is exogenously given.∑
=

=
m

i
igG

1

3 i receives a share of grants πi according to 

the proportional distribution rule: 

L
l

G
g ii

i ==π  . (1)  

The last phase is the spending phase. Grants received by the local governments are 

spent on private goods and each dollar spent is only valued by one group of constituents.4 

Each politician secures a share of grants received for her constituents. The size of this share 

depends on her influence over how to spend the grants. The influence is determined by the 

sharing-rule: 

( ) ( )
ii

ij
ij n

e
l
l

es 11−+=ijl . (2) 

e is the effort relevance parameter and determines how large part of the influence that is effort 

based, i.e. depends on the relative effort contribution of politician j in i: lij/li.. The rest of the 

influence, 1 – e, is “shared” on the egalitarian principle i.e. over which all politicians have 

equal saying. lij is a vector of the lobbying efforts for each j in i.  

Knowing how grants are distributed between and spent within local governments, the 

decision utility uij of a politician in the first lobbying phase can be formulated as 

( ) ( )ijiijijij lcgsyu −+= ijl , (3) 

where yij are non-lobbying game resources that she secures for her constituents.  

 

                                                 
3 There are of course other kinds of lobbying related as well as non-lobbying related determinants of grants. 
These are simply excluded from gi and G.  The importance of lobbying and whether the model presented here 
could be used to interpret the outcome of such activities is an empirical issue that I turn to later. 
4 Most local government resources are spent on private goods such as health care, education, and care of elderly.  
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2.2 Equilibrium Properties 

Each politician takes the lobbying efforts of others as given when choosing her effort. 

Inserting equations (1) and (2) into equation (3) and deriving the first order condition with 

respect to lij gives the interior choice of lobbying effort condition 

( ) ( ) 0111 =−
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −−+⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
− ij

iij l'c
L
G

L
l

e
L
l

e . (4) 

In equilibrium all politicians within a local government behave symmetrically and equation 

(4) is satisfied for everyone. This is equivalent to imposing the following condition: 

Llln iiiji π== . (5) 

To get the equilibrium aggregate lobbying effort L, we have to insert equation (5) into 

(4), sum over local governments and make use of the following condition: 

1=∑
i

iπ . (6) 

The case with a linear cost function c(lij) = lij corresponds to Nitzan (1991) and the case with 

an egalitarian sharing rule e = 0 resembles Esteban and Ray (2002).  

There are two notions of how grant distribution depends on council size. We could ask 

how grants received vary when council size changes within a given equilibrium, holding 

aggregate lobbying effort constant, or across equilibria, letting the aggregate lobbying effort 

adjust in response to the change. For comparisons within a cross section, the within approach 

suffices. For comparisons across cross sections, the across approach is needed. The 

comparative statics results turn out to be the same and are summarized in Proposition 1. 

 

PROPOSITION 1.  

a) The relationship between share of grants received and council size is negative 

inducing a group size paradox when the sharing rule is sufficiently egalitarian and 

when the cost elasticity of effort is sufficiently low. 

b) Increasing the effort relevance in the sharing rule or increasing the cost elasticity of 

effort has a (weakly) positive effect on the relationship between share of grants 

received and council size, which makes the group size paradox less likely. 

Proof. See Appendix.  
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The relationship between share of grants received and council size generally depends on 

council size, and may be nonlinear and have ambiguous signs (see equation A3 in Appendix). 

A sufficient condition for linearity is when the marginal cost is constant (make use of 

equation 6 and A2 in Appendix). A sufficient condition for a positive relationship across local 

governments is inf(ηc) > 1 (see equation A2 in Appendix). If the cost function is a power 

function, this requirement corresponds to a higher power than quadratic. 

An interesting measure is grant dissipation, i.e. how much is spent on lobbying relative 

to the grant: L/G. When the resources used for lobbying is not monetary, we have to interpret 

this measure carefully. It is the valuation that the politicians place on their effort had they 

valued each unit of effort equal to each unit of grants that they secure for their own 

constituents. With full grant dissipation, a linear effort cost function, and full effort relevance, 

the politicians would not perceive any benefits from grants since the effort they put would just 

be worth the grants they secure for their own constituents. The dependence of grant 

dissipation on parameters is summarized in Proposition 2. 

 

PROPOSITION 2. Grant dissipation increases with effort relevance and decreases with 

marginal effort cost. 

Proof. See Appendix. 

 

Propositions 1 and 2 completely describe the effects of effort relevance and effort cost. In the 

“basic case” with an egalitarian sharing rule and a linear effort cost, there is a negative 

relationship between share of grants received and council size (see equation A3 in Appendix). 

The result is caused by larger free-riding incentives in larger councils which give rise to a 

group size paradox. If effort relevance increases, free-riding decreases, which increases 

lobbying and grant dissipation. But since free-riding are more severe in larger councils, 

lobbying increases more in these councils, which works against the group size paradox. If 

effort cost increases, lobbying decreases, which decreases grant dissipation. But since each 

politician lobby more in smaller councils due to more free-riding in larger councils, higher 

effort cost strikes smaller councils more, which works against the group size paradox.  

The direction and size of the relationship between share of grants received and council 

size cannot tell us whether grant dissipation is high or low. When the group size paradox is 

less strong or reversed the cause might be either or both high effort relevance and high effort 

cost. The former causes low and the latter high grant dissipation. 
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2.3 Other Theoretical Issues 

I have formulated a lobbying model that relates properties of the lobbying process to the 

outcome. The choice of which factors to include in the model is based on their relevance in 

the grant distribution context, analytical simplicity, and their importance in the previous rent-

seeking literature. There are however many other lobbying related factors that might influence 

the outcome pattern, and these might be of importance in practice.  

One factor frequently analyzed in the rent-seeking literature (e.g. Katz et al. 1990) is the 

publicness of grants received, i.e. how large share is spent on public goods valued by all 

constituents in a local government. Increasing publicness reduces free-riding incentives which 

enhances the success of larger groups and works against the group size paradox. 

Other omitted factors are scale effects. Specialization and coordination are scale effects 

in council size, where the former favors larger and the latter smaller councils. There may also 

be scale effects in lobbying effort such as fixed costs, which benefit ambitiously lobbying 

councils. Fixed costs enforce the direction of any council size effects. Scale effects in 

lobbying effort may also take place at the politician level rather than the local government 

level. This can however be taken care of by the general effort cost function in the model. 

Another issue not dealt with in the model is potential heterogeneity in lobbying power 

between local government politicians. The central government might be more responsive to 

lobbying effort exerted by some politicians than others. New politicians might e.g. not have 

the same contact network as experienced politicians. Further, local government 

representatives of the same party as the governing party in the central government might have 

larger influence than others, an idea that can be motivated by Cox and McCubbins’ (1986) 

voter choice model where the central government favors local governments governed by the 

same party. Yet another possibility is that local government politicians in the governing local 

government coalition might lobby more efficiently.  

My model does not give a clear prediction of the direction of the relationship between 

share of grants received and council size. An empirical analysis can therefore not test the 

model in an ordinary sense. However, an empirical regularity in the distribution of grants in 

the form of a council size effect would constitute a “distortion” and is an interesting issue in 

itself since it raises efficiency issues. I use the word “distortion” in a weak sense to denote a 

bias toward local governments with certain council sizes. If we could remove this distortion, 

keeping everything else equal, this would be desirable. However, this distortion could be part 

of a second best outcome with the first best being practically infeasible.  
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In any case, such a distortion would require an explanation, and this is what my 

collective lobbying model provides. Rather than addressing the efficiency issues, I investigate 

the council size effect as an indirect way to study lobbying. For this purpose, I do not need a 

full-fledged model. The model only serves to identify a possible outcome pattern of lobbying. 

As mentioned, there are also other lobbying-related factors that have additional effects on the 

direction of the pattern. However, this only stresses the need of an empirical investigation of 

the council size effect as a way to study lobbying. I also realize the importance of non-

lobbying related factors, although these are not studied in this paper.  

The empirical investigation starts from the recognition that lobbying is a plausible – 

perhaps the only plausible – explanation to an eventual council size effect on grants received. 

However, we need to ensure that the effect is causal and direct. Both tasks are mainly 

empirical ones. There is however a theoretical reason to suspect that an eventual council size 

effect on grants may work through an intermediate channel, the spending channel, as the 

common pool theory (Weingast et al. 1981) predicts a positive council size effect on spending 

due to another kind of free-riding among council members. If spending in turn affect grants, 

there could be a causal, yet indirect, effect of council size on grants received which is 

common-pool driven, and not lobbying driven. This prescribes an assessment of this channel 

of causation in the empirical analysis, something that I will do. 

If there is no distortion in the distribution of grants in the form of a council size effect, 

the evaluation in terms of lobbying becomes more difficult. Such a result would be consistent 

with the absence of lobbying as well as a case with non-distortionary lobbying where effort 

relevance and other factors cancel out the free-riding incentives exactly. The question of the 

presence of lobbying must therefore be inconclusive in this case. 

 

 

3. INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND 

Sweden has three levels of governments: the central government, the counties and the 

municipalities. There are 21 counties (24 before 1998) and 290 municipalities in 2006. The 

local governments are major actors in the Swedish economy. The counties are responsible for 

public health care and the municipalities for day care, education, and care of the elderly. Their 

share of the national GDP spending is around 20 percent, one third spent by the counties and 

two thirds by the municipalities. They employ around 25 percent of the total Swedish 

workforce. In this study, the municipalities are the local governments of interest. 
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Each municipality has a council. The size of those is partly determined by law, which 

prescribes minimum requirements depending on the number of eligible voters: 31, 41, 51 and 

61 for municipalities with less than 12000, more than 12,000, 24,000, and 36,000 eligible 

voters prior to the last election. Council size may only change in the first year after an 

election. Elections dates are fixed and elections are held each third year before 1994 and each 

fourth year after that. I use data from the period 1981–2006 spanning seven election periods 

with election years in 1982, 1985, 1988, 1991, 1994, 1998, and 2002. Pre-eighties data are not 

very useful because of extensive municipal amalgamations during the previous decades. 

Although the municipalities have far-reaching self-governance rights including the right 

to tax, a significant share, about 20 percent, of their resources consists of intergovernmental 

grants. The evolution of the distribution of net grants to the municipalities in 2006 SEK (1.0 

2006 USD ≈ 7.8 2006 SEK) per capita over time is illustrated in box plots in Figure 1. The 

boxes contain the medians and the first and third quartiles. The whiskers mark the first and 

ninth deciles. Extremum values are left out. The figure shows that grants are unevenly 

distributed across municipalities and that the variation in distribution is large over time. We 

also see that some local governments are net contributors to the system.  
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Figure 1. Box plots of per capita grants to the local governments 
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There have been several changes in the rules governing the distribution and use of grants. In 

1980, in the beginning of the sample period, there were two main kinds of grants: income 

equalizing and targeted grants. The former were organized such that the municipalities were 

divided into five groups based on geography and demographics. Municipalities in each group 

were guaranteed an amount to reach the same minimum per capita tax base. The latter were 

discretionarily distributed for specific purposes and were larger than the former. In 1986 

another component was introduced where municipalities with large per capita tax bases had to 

contribute to the system through a fee. In addition, supplementary grants were introduced for 

municipalities with urgent needs. These grants constituted two percent of all grants. In 1988 a 

twelve-group division replaced the five-group division. 

In 1993 a new three-component system was introduced with an income-equalizing, a 

cost-equalizing and a migration part. The municipalities received formula-based individual 

weights in the new income-equalizing system. Further, most discretionary targeted grants 

became general formula-based. In 1996 the migration component was abolished and two new 

components introduced: general and transition grants. The income- and cost-equalizing 

component also became fully self-financed. A large number of municipalities became net 

contributors due to this. The new system received a lot of critique, especially with respect to 

its large extension and complexity. Significant changes now occurred almost every year. A 

number of targeted grants were e.g. introduced in 2000. 

In 1999 a committee was appointed to evaluate the system and propose new reforms. 

This culminated in a major reform in 2005 and the introduction of a five-component system. 

The previous income- and cost-equalizing systems were largely held intact and new transition 

grants were granted. Two new components were put in place: structural grants to compensate 

abolished grants and regulatory grants to control the overall level of the whole system for the 

central government. See Söderström (1998) and Almenberg (2005) for further details on the 

evolution of the system. 

The municipalities have had large discretion in how to use the grants during the sample 

period. Since the reform of 1993, the discretion increased further when several previously 

targeted grants became general grants. Much of targeted grants can also be shifted away, 

although most empirical papers find large fly paper effects proving that targeted grants often 

achieve their intentions (e.g. Dahlberg et al. forthcoming, finds large effects for Sweden).  

The municipalities are further divided into districts governed by bureaucrats. Since the 

local government councils contain politicians from different districts as well as parties, they 

do represent different interests and constituents to some degree. They have a possibility to 
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benefit certain constituents by affecting the spending allocation between different sectors or 

by changing taxes and fees for different kinds of services. Although the politicians do not 

directly represent a certain district, the district apportionment provides an additional –

geographical instrument – to canalize municipal spending to certain groups of constituents. 

The main conclusion about the Swedish intergovernmental grant system is that there 

were some, although rather limited, discretion in the distribution a given year, but large 

discretion in how the rules were formed. From this, Johansson (2003) infers that the 

institutional setting allowed the central government to use grants tactically. She examines and 

also finds evidence for vote-purchasing behavior in the distribution of grants in Sweden for 

the period 1981–1995. Dahlberg and Johansson (2002) reach a similar conclusion regarding a 

temporary grant program where the discretionary power of the central government was more 

evident. Further, Jordahl (2002) finds that the Swedish voters did reward such behavior. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the opposite side of the coin – the lobbying efforts of 

the local governments – has more seldom been examined. However, since the central 

government seems to have distributed grants discretionarily, there were potential payoffs for 

lobbying activities by the municipalities. I believe that the right conditions for the presence of 

lobbying were in place. The large variation in distribution over municipalities and time, the 

frequent changes in distribution rules (three major reforms in 1993, 1996, and 2005, and 

another three larger reforms in 1986, 1988, and 2000 during the sample period), the large 

discretion in how to spend grants received, and the possibilities for individual politicians to 

affect municipal finance are factors that ultimately makes these activities potentially 

profitable, both for a municipality as a whole as well as for individual politicians in a 

municipality.  

In practice these activities could be conducted toward the central government or some 

of its politicians or bureaucrats, as well as the public committees or some of its investigators 

frequently appointed to evaluate the system and propose reforms. Lobbying could take place 

individually, jointly at the municipal level, or jointly between municipalities with similar 

interests. There are several lobbying channels. One is to put direct pressure on the central 

government through letters, phone calls and personal contact. Such behavior is documented in 

Norway in Sørensen (2003). Since many central government politicians are former 

municipality politicians, the two networks are often well-connected.  

The influence may also be indirect through e.g. different organizations. The 

municipalities may e.g. lobby the Swedish association of local authorities and regions, which 

is consulted by the central government in municipality related issues, especially before new 
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reforms (Jansson 1990). Another channel is public opinion that can be affected through the 

media. There are several examples of municipality politician signed debate articles (e.g. 

Klintbom 1994). Most notably has the self-financing component that requires some 

municipalities to pay a fee often been criticized for being a “Robin Hood tax”. There have 

also been threats in the press to bring the functioning of the system to court (Sörbring 2000). 

 

 

4. EMPIRICAL STRATEGY 

Council size generally covaries with a large number of other variables. Isolating exogenous 

variation is therefore difficult, a problem often discussed in the empirical literature on the 

common pool problem in politics. One partial remedy is to add fixed effects (e.g. Gilligan and 

Matsusaka 1995). However, these do not take care of time-varying omitted variables, such as 

voter preferences. Another approach is to use instrumental variables. Baqir (2002) uses e.g. 

historical council size to instrument for current council size. But if the omitted variables are 

persistent, this instrument does not remove all endogeneity. I use the statutory council size 

law mentioned in the last section to isolate exogenous variation in council size. The law 

creates a natural experiment and can be used for identification in a regression-discontinuity 

design. This approach is first used by Pettersson-Lidbom (2007). Before turning to method 

and specifications, next subsection first describes the variables that will be used. 

 

4.1 Description of Variables  

I use yearly local government data from 1981–2006, most of them available at Statistics 

Sweden. I have chosen to use the longest available period because most lobbying possibilities 

lie in affecting the long-run rules as described in the last section. There could therefore be a 

large noise in the council size effect during shorter time intervals. This is also appropriate 

since the method used usually requires large data sets to reach satisfactory precision levels. 

The main variables used are described in Table 1. The dependent variable in the 

analysis is share of grants received: Grants. It is expressed in percentage of average local 

government share. Average Grants is hundred percent of average share. The scaling in 

percentage follows from the model which relates share of grants received to council size. The 

normalizing in terms of average share simplifies the interpretation of the estimates.  
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Table 1. Description of variables 
Variable Description 
Grants Grants received in percentage of average municipal share: gi/G*m 
Council Number of municipality council members 
Voters Eligible voters scaled as Grants 
Z12 Dummy: 1 if eligible voters > 12,000, 0 otherwise 
Z24 Dummy: 1 if eligible voters > 24,000, 0 otherwise 
Z36 Dummy: 1 if eligible voters > 36,000, 0 otherwise 

 

I use net intergovernmental grants rather than specific components for several reasons. First, 

all rules may change and none of the components are truly non-discretionary. Lobbying may 

therefore affect the distribution of many different grants. Second, different components may 

be simultaneously adjusted. Third, few components have consistently existed for longer 

periods. Using specific components would therefore reduce the amount of data that I could 

use. Data at the component specific level is also difficult to get access to. 

Another issue is how to deal with net contributors. Net contribution could only occur in 

the model if we allow negative amounts of lobbying, which is clearly unrealistic. Empirically, 

I choose to exclude net contributors before calculating the grant shares, which is to assume 

that their outcomes are exogenously determined. The point estimates are insensitive to their 

exclusion, but the standard errors are reduced somewhat. 

The independent variable of main interest is council size, Council. Since grants are 

distributed in the beginning of a year, the relevant lobbying could take place earliest the 

previous year. I therefore use the previous year council size. The main covariate is Voters 

which is the share of eligible voters at the last election, i.e. the number of eligible voters 

scaled in the same way as Grants. The number of eligible voters is the assignment variable 

that by law partly determines council size. However, I only have post-election data, which 

might differ somewhat from the pre-election data on which the implementation of the law is 

based on. A few values on the variable have been trimmed since they are obviously on the 

wrong side of the council size requirement thresholds.5  

Further, the observations are divided into four council size groups described by the three 

group dummies Z12, Z24 and Z36. When the number of eligible voters pass a council size 

requirement threshold x*1,000, the group dummy Zx switches sign from zero to one. The 

three thresholds are at 12,000, 24,000, and 36,000 eligible voters. I use the council size group 

dummies as instrumental variables. 

                                                 
5 If a post-election number violates the law when a council size has changed, I trim the figure to be just on the 
right side. I trim thirteen observations. This does not affect point estimates but reduces standard errors. 
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4.2 The Regression-Discontinuity Specifications 

The council size law creates three thresholds where average council size increases abruptly, if 

the law has a real impact on council size. The basic idea with regression-discontinuity is to 

compare observations just below and just above a threshold. There, a negligible difference in 

the number of eligible voters produces a significant difference in council size. The 

observations therefore differ, on average, only with respect to council size. This variation is 

exogenous since the assignment into different council size groups is locally random. For an 

introduction to the regression-discontinuity design, see Lee (2008). 

The design can be implemented by comparing sample means just above and below the 

thresholds. This requires the intervals around the thresholds to be small. Another approach 

that I mainly use, which also uses data further away from the thresholds and increases 

precision, exploits the fact that the number of eligible voters fully determines the assignment 

into the council size groups. As this assignment variable is the only variable systematically 

related to the thresholds, council size is exogenous around the thresholds conditional on it. By 

controlling for its continuous effect on outcome, we can use the discontinuous variation in 

council size that the thresholds produce to identify a causal council size effect. 

When the law is sharp, i.e. fully determines council size, a sharp regression-

discontinuity design using a simple OLS regression can be implemented. However, the law 

only partly determines council size. It is e.g. not restrictive for local governments with council 

size well above the minimum council size requirements of their closest threshold. In such a 

case, we can implement a fuzzy regression-discontinuity design using an IV specification. See 

Imbens and Lemieux (2007) for a general treatment on how to implement a regression-

discontinuity design and the difference between the sharp and the fuzzy designs. 

I use Z12, Z24, and Z36 as instrumental variables. Since the instruments are linearly 

independent they can be used to construct Wald-estimates at each threshold (Angrist 1991). 

To improve precision and to obtain a single estimate, I assume that the council size effect is 

constant across council size, thresholds, and units (like in e.g. van der Klaauw 2002). The 

model predicts such a relationship when the effort cost function is linear. This single estimate 

is a weighted average of the Wald-estimates. As a specification check, I later check this 

assumption by calculating threshold specific effects. My main IV specification estimated with 

2-SLS is described by the following equations: 

( ) t,iit,it,iCouncilt,i vVotersCouncilGrants εβ +++= −− 11 f'βVoters , (7) 
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( ) 111611511411 615141 −−−−−− +++++= t,iit,it,izt,izt,izt,i eVotersZZZCouncil ηααα f'αVoters .

 (8) 

i indexes local government and t indexes year. Equation (7) is the second-stage structural 

equation and equation (8) is the first-stage reduced-form equation. f(Votersi,t-1) is a control 

function vector in the assignment variable and contain polynomial terms in Votersi,t-1. vi and ηi 

are local government fixed effects, and εi,t and ei,t-1 are idiosyncratic error terms. 

Two features in my setup are not standard in the regression-discontinuity literature. 

First, I scale my assignment variable in the same way as the dependent variable. Second, I 

include fixed effects. These two measures turns out to improve the low precision when using 

more conventional specifications like in e.g. Lee (2008), and can be motivated theoretically in 

this application.  

Although we only need to control for the assignment variable for consistency, there is 

still the issue of which functional form to use. Even if the standard approach to include a 

simple polynomial is enough for consistency, using the right functional form usually improves 

precision and stability. This issue becomes increasingly important when the assignment 

variable is discrete as discussed by Card and Lee (2008). This is the case here as the number 

of observations provided by local government data is much smaller than the individual level 

data often used in regression-discontinuity contexts, and since the assignment variable only 

changes after election years. If the number of eligible voters affects the grants received, we 

expect the shares of the variables to be related. Therefore, I scale the assignment variable in 

the same way as Grants, that is as Voters. To enter the assignment covariate flexibly, I follow 

the standard practice and include a polynomial in this covariate up to a fourth order. 

This scaling also accounts for time effects since it adjusts for the variation in aggregate 

grants and aggregate number of eligible voters over time as aggregate shares cannot vary over 

time. The usual measure to include time dummies to take care of time effects is more 

suspicious as that implies that aggregate shares are allowed to vary over time. I do not scale 

the council size variable, which would not matter as there is very little relative variation in 

aggregate shares in this variable over time.  

The main reason to include other covariates than the assignment polynomial is that they 

could improve precision by reducing the error variance. However, since they also reduce the 

amount of variation as the number of degrees of freedom decreases, the net effect on precision 

is theoretically ambiguous. In the present case, fixed effects retain a large amount of the 
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useful variation around the thresholds as I will examine in the next section, and turn out to 

improve precision significantly, even compared to the inclusion of other kinds of covariates.  

With fixed effects, identification is mainly based on local governments that change 

council size when passing a threshold. Such a within regression-discontinuity strategy is used 

and advocated by e.g. Hoxby (2000) and Pettersson-Lidbom (2007). In addition to improved 

precision, the choice of functional form for the assignment variable becomes less vital since 

any time-invariant influence is partialled out. Pooling data over the three thresholds to 

produce a single council size estimate also becomes unproblematic as any constant 

differences across thresholds are removed. 

In the regression-discontinuity design, the observations close to the thresholds are most 

useful for identification. Observations further away could be used to improve the fit of the 

assignment polynomial and precision. However, observations too far away might differ 

fundamentally from those at the thresholds. Therefore I choose to exclude population outliers. 

My highest threshold is at 36,000 eligible voters, and I restrict my sample to < 60,000 eligible 

voters. The results are insensitive to varying this limit somewhat. Henceforth I refer to the 

outliers (and net contributor) excluded basic full sample, as the “full sample”. 

As already mentioned, another method to account for the influence of the assignment 

variable is to restrict the sample narrowly around the thresholds. From an IV standpoint, the 

instruments become weaker for observations further away. In the fixed effect case, using a 

“threshold sample” eliminates cases where a large change in the assignment variable produces 

a large change in council size, which is in line with the idea of using observations where a 

negligible change in the assignment variable produces a sizeable change in the main variable. 

This measure tries to make most use of the source of exogeneity that the thresholds provide, 

rather than only to eliminate possible sources of endogeneity. According to Hoxby (2000), 

only observations close to the thresholds are “non-suspicious”. The threshold sample 

approach trades off precision for potential bias. I combine this approach with the control 

function approach in several parts of the analysis by limiting my sample to ± 10 or ± 5 percent 

of the threshold values around the thresholds.6  

 

 

                                                 
6 The ten percent sample contains observations in the intervals 10,800–13,200, 21,600–26,400, and 32,400–
39,600 eligible voters. Corresponding intervals for the five percent sample are 11,400–12,600, 22,800–25,200, 
and 34,200–37,800 eligible voters. 
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5. DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 

5.1 Summarizing the Data 

Summary statistics are reported in Table 2. Means, standard deviations, minimum and 

maximum values are reported for the (outliers and net contributor excluded) full sample 

(without parenthesis) and the five percent sample (in parenthesis). There are 6764 

observations for the 25 years 1981–2006 with observations from 276 of the 290 local 

governments in 2006. The five percent sample contains 674 observations from 267 local 

governments.  

 

Table 2. Summary statistics out the full and five percent sample 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Grants 76.002 54.069 0.362 573.365 
 (93.923) (43.782) (1.941) (269.188) 
Council 45.227 8.807 30 75 
 (50.087) (6.172) (35) (61) 
Voters 71.149 54.266 9.404 283.982 
 (93.880) (41.483) (47.295) (182.488) 

Notes: Five percent sample values are in parenthesis. There are 6764 observations in the full 
sample and 674 observations in the five percent sample. 

 

The means for Grants and Voters are lower than 100 percent of the average because of the 

omission of population outliers. The standard deviations are roughly of equal size as the 

means. The smallest local governments have about one tenth of the average population and 

the largest local governments three times the average population. The span in grants received 

is larger than this. The average local government has 45.2 politicians and the variation in this 

variable much smaller. The five percent sample contains on average larger local governments 

with larger councils that receive more grants, and is a more homogenous sample. 

Note that minimum Grants is positive because of the exclusion of the net contributors. 

The monetary figures used to calculate Grants reflects the accounting incidence and not the 

real incidence which includes the hidden financing of the system in the form of general taxes. 

The variation in accounting incidence is likely much smaller than variation in the real 

incidence, since the degree of self-financing varies over time which produces accounting 

differences without any real impact. The real incidence is a too complicated issue to be 

analyzed here. We should keep this distinction in mind and be especially careful when 

interpreting quotient comparisons such as “increasing council size with x doubles grants”. 
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In the within regression-discontinuity design, only local governments that pass a 

threshold are potentially “directly” identifying. Those that also change council size are 

directly identifying. Not directly identifying local governments contribute indirectly to the 

identification as they help to fit the covariates. I henceforth drop the term “directly”, and also 

refer to the indirectly identifying local governments as non-identifying. Table 3 identifies the 

potentially identifying local governments. The first column shows the thresholds and the 

council size requirements, the second column the number of potentially identifying local 

governments, the third column the number of identifying ones, and the fourth column the 

number of identifying observations in the identifying local governments. 

 

Table 3. Identifying observations  
Thresholds   Cross the threshold Change council size Identifying obs. 

12,000 eligible voters 20 4 99 
 (18) (4) (45) 

24,000 eligible voters 20 14 344 
 (18) (12) (143) 

36,000 eligible voters 9 6 139 
 (6) (3) (40) 

Sum 49 24 582 
 (42) (19) (228) 

Notes: Five percent sample values are in parenthesis. There are 6764 observations in the full 
sample and 674 observations in the five percent sample. 

 

Only one sixth of the local governments pass a threshold and only half of those also go 

through a council size change, which gives 24 identifying local governments; 4 at the first, 14 

at the second, and 6 at the third threshold. This corresponds to 582 identifying observations, 

which make 8.6 percent of the full sample – a small share, but not remarkably few 

observations in absolute numbers. Most identifying local governments are kept in the five 

percent sample although the number diminishes to 228 observations or 33.8 percent of that 

sample. The small share of identifying observations cause relatively low precision and is a 

cost we have to pay to isolate exogeneity with the data-hungry regression-discontinuity 

design. 

Identifying council changes can either be upward or downward changes. In the former, 

the increase takes place to meet new stricter requirements when the number of eligible voters 

passes a threshold from below. In the latter, the decrease is made possible by new less strict 

requirements when the number of eligible voters passes a threshold from above. About three 

fourth of the directly identifying changes are upward ones. One downward change is a 
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delayed change, i.e. the change was made in a later election than the earliest election allowed. 

Three identifying changes are non-forced, i.e. not directly made to comply with the new 

requirement.7 None of the local government passes two different thresholds. 18 local 

governments in the full sample and 2 in the five percent sample were involved in some kind 

of redistricting during the sample period. None of them are identifying however, and the 

results are insensitive to their exclusion. 

 

5.2 Graphical Analysis 

A graphical procedure to preliminary investigate the relationship outlined by the IV 

specification in equation (7) and (8) is to plot the reduced-form relationships. I plot the first-

stage (reduced-form) relationship between council size and the number of eligible voters in 

Figure 2, and the reduced-form relationship between share of grants received and the number 

of eligible voters in Figure 3. The x-axis is divided into 240 non-overlapping bins each 

spanning 250 eligible voters. A marker is used to mark the local average of the observations 

in a bin along the y-dimension and the midpoint of the bin along the x-dimension. The figures 

show two series of plots. The hollow circles plot the non-identifying observations and the 

solid triangles the identifying observations in the five percent sample. The thresholds are 

marked with dashed lines at the boundaries of two bins.  

Figure 2 shows a positive and continuous first-stage relationship for the non-identifying 

observations. It is difficult to distinguish a threshold effect from the overall positive effect. 

The pattern is mainly driven by the cross-sectional variation. However, passing a threshold 

has a larger positive and rather discontinuous influence on the council size for the identifying 

observations. This pattern is mainly driven by the within variation and provides graphical 

evidence that the thresholds are relevant in the within regression-discontinuity design which 

supports the instrument relevance criteria in IV. In fact, adding the non-identifying 

observations to the identifying ones to make use of the cross-sectional variation for 

identification would weaken the visible discontinuous effect of the instruments significantly 

as the thresholds has little impact on the non-identifying observations. This indicates that the 

within design retains most of the useful variation, and that it is likely to be more efficient. 

 

                                                 
7 Delayed and non-forced changes are not obviously exogenous since they are not made to directly comply with 
the law. However, they should still be included in IV regressions, which compare all potentially directly 
identifying observations on each side of a threshold to measure the impact of the law.  
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Figure 2. Local averages of Council by bins 
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Figure 3. Local averages of Grants by bins 
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Figure 3 also reveals a positive and continuous reduced-form relationship for the non-

identifying observations. In contrast, there is negative, or at least much less positive, 

relationship for the identifying observations, when a threshold is passed. The natural noise is 

however large; the variation in grants received between neighbor non-identifying dots with 

similar average number of eligible voters are often as large as the negative threshold effect for 

the identifying observations. The visual evidence for the identifying observations is 

nevertheless suggestive; the council size law seems to cause council size to grow as a 

threshold is passed, which in turn seems to reduce share of grants received. 

 

 

6. REGRESSION RESULTS 

6.1 Main Results 

The main results of the regressions described by equation (7) and (8) are reported in Table 4. 

Each cell reports an estimate of Council from one separate regression and is an estimate of the 

council size effect on share of grants received. Along the horizontal dimension, I vary the 

order of polynomials in Voters. Along the vertical dimension, I vary specification along other 

dimensions. I report Huber-White robust standard errors allowing for clustering at the local 

government level in parenthesis. These standard errors are conservative and roughly double 

the non-clustered values here. This adjustment is however appropriate since the error term 

might be serially correlated within local governments. 

 

Table 4. Main results 

Dep: Grants [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
Polynomials None 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

OLS -1.261*** -1.072*** -1.085*** -1.080*** -1.047*** 
 (0.252) (0.237) (0.231) (0.234) (0.234) 
RD Full -4.761*** -4.525** -4.415** -4.694*** -4.897*** 
 (1.601) (1.825) (1.980) (1.801) (1.786) 
RD 10% -3.187** -3.817*** -3.696*** -3.599*** -3.622*** 
 (1.345) (1.386) (1.365) (1.364) (1.322) 
RD 5% -4.675** -5.242*** -5.118** -4.500** -4.523** 
 (1.964) (1.994) (2.105) (1.932) (1.907) 

Notes: Each estimate is an estimate of Council from one separate regression. Polynomials refer 
to polynomials in Voters. Huber-White robust standard errors allowing for clustering within local 
governments are in parentheses. * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 
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A point estimate of -x means that another politician decreases grants received with on average 

x percent of average local government share (and not on average x percent of grants received 

in a local government). This implies, but is not equivalent with, that an additional politician 

decreases grants received with x percent in the representative local government. For local 

governments receiving a small share of grants, the same value of x implies a larger relative 

impact than for local governments receiving a large share of grants, as each percent of the 

average share is relatively larger. 

The simple OLS full sample reference estimates of the regression of Grantst on 

Councilt-1 including the assignment polynomial and fixed effects are reported in the OLS row. 

The estimated council size effect is negative and around -1.0 percent per politician across 

polynomial orders and statistically significant at the one percent level. The three following 

rows report the regression-discontinuity estimates, first the full sample estimates in the RD 

Full row, then the ten percent sample estimates in the RD 10% row, and finally the five 

percent sample estimates in the RD 5% row.  

The full sample regression-discontinuity point estimates are still negative, but around 

-4.5 percent per politician, which is more than four times larger than the OLS equivalents. 

This effect is stable across polynomial orders and mostly statistically significant at the one 

percent level, although standard errors are much larger than when using OLS. The ten percent 

sample estimates show somewhat smaller estimated effects that converge toward -3.5 percent 

per politician for the higher polynomial order specifications. Further narrowing the sample to 

five percent increases the estimated effects back to -4.5 percent per politician when including 

higher polynomial orders. Standard errors decreases a bit as we go from the full to the ten 

percent sample, but increases back as we further reduce the intervals to five percent.  

Adding assignment polynomials has relatively small effects on estimated effects, 

indicating that fixed effects partials out most of the mainly cross-sectional influence of the 

assignment variable. Adding further orders above four has also little additional effects. The 

results are insensitive to alternative ways to fit the assignment polynomial such as to only use 

the potentially identifying observations in the samples or including non-identifying 

observations between the thresholds in the threshold samples. 

Now, I report a number of common IV test statistics. The variation across polynomial 

order specifications is small, and I report the averages of the statistics across the 

specifications. A Durbin-Wu-Hausman test of the endogeneity of Council using the OLS and 

RD Full specifications gives χ2 ≈ 40.5. The null of exogeneity is rejected at the five percent 

level which indicates that instruments are needed. An overidentification test gives Hansens-
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J values 2.1, 1.9, and 0.25 for the full, ten, and five percent samples respectively. The joint 

null of instrument exogeneity and correct model specification cannot be rejected. An F-test of 

instrument relevance gives autocorrelation robust F-values: 8.6, 7.4, and 4.8 for the full, ten, 

and five percent samples respectively. This indicates that there are some weak instrument 

concerns, which I will address later in this section. 

The estimated effects vary somewhat across the samples, even if the standard errors are 

too large to reject equality of estimated effects. I find the five percent sample estimates to be 

the most credible ones, since narrowing the sample around the thresholds reduces potential 

bias, and because the efficiency loss of using this smaller sample is small in this application. 

Henceforth, I also do my specification tests in the next subsections on that sample. 

The most credible estimate of -4.5 in the five percent sample means that increasing 

council size with one politician decreases percentage of average share of grants received with 

4.5 percent. Grants make up around 20 percent of the average local government’s income 

which corresponds to 182.1 millions 2006 SEK (23.3 millions 2006 USD). An additional 

politician therefore decreases grants with 0.9 percent of average local government income, i.e. 

8.2 millions 2006 SEK (1.1 millions 2006 USD). For the full sample used in the analysis, the 

average council size is 45.2, has standard deviation 8.8, and minimum and maximum values 

30 and 75. The average council size change is 6.7. The estimated effect therefore implies that 

the variation in council size across and within local governments has an economical 

significant impact on income. Due to the relatively large standard errors, the point estimates 

should however be considered rough estimates of the council size effect. 

 

6.2 Sensitivity Tests 

The results from a number of sensitivity tests on the five percent sample are reported in Table 

5, which follows the same format as previously. If we have estimated a causal council size 

effect, adding further control variables should not affect estimated effects. To check this, I 

include several time-varying demographic controls typically considered to be independently 

determined. These are: tax base, to reflect equality concerns; population, as considerations 

were given to scale economies; population under 18 and population over 65, since education 

and elderly care were two major responsibilities of the local governments; and population 

changes, since some grants compensated for migration patterns. The controls are scaled in 

shares as the dependent variable, but the results are similar if we use a per capita scaling. 
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Table 5. Sensitivity tests 
Dep: Grants [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
Polynomials None 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Controls -5.033** -5.080** -4.599** -3.918* -3.909* 
 (2.192) (2.282) (2.201) (2.050) (2.064) 
Spending -4.757*** -4.840** -4.737** -4.067** -4.075** 
 (1.847) (1.949) (2.057) (1.967) (1.930) 
2rd lag -4.156** -4.420** -4.419** -4.443*** -4.045** 
 (1.753) (1.790) (1.819) (1.691) (1.647) 
3th lag -4.081** -4.119** -3.896** -3.764** -3.614** 
 (1.693) (1.769) (1.725) (1.626) (1.527) 
4th lag -3.939** -3.876* -3.364* -2.982 -3.504 
 (1.895) (2.012) (1.979) (1.971) (2.190) 
5th lag -2.357 -2.278 -1.448 -0.960 -2.156 
 (1.947) (2.001) (2.142) (2.368) (3.021) 
6th lag -1.925 -1.740 -1.056 -0.472 -1.946 
 (2.272) (2.194) (2.314) (2.531) (2.994) 
1st-4rd lags -5.201** -5.140** -4.965** -4.777** -4.936** 
 (2.148) (2.122) (2.123) (1.915) (1.975) 
Election term -4.544** -4.833*** -4.685*** -4.147*** -4.576*** 
 (1.849) (1.714) (1.732) (1.555) (1.675) 

Notes: Each estimate is an estimate of Council from one separate regression. Polynomials refer 
to polynomials in Voters. All regressions are done on the five percent sample. Huber-White robust 
standard errors allowing for clustering within local governments are in parentheses. * significant 
at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 

 

The estimates with controls are reported in the Controls row. The estimated effects are rather 

insensitive to the inclusion of these controls supporting that I have identified a causal council 

size effect. As the dependent variable is scaled in shares, the estimates of the controls are not 

easily interpretable and left out. Another heterogeneity issue is whether the council size effect 

is homogenous across local governments with different demographics. To check this I divide 

the identifying observations into two groups, one with low and one with high values on each 

one of the controls, and run regressions that use either the high or the low sample. The 

estimated effects between the high and low samples are consistently close to each other.  

Is the causal council size effect on grants a direct effect, or is it a secondary effect 

working through local government spending, driven by a common pool effect? I address this 

issue by including spending as a covariate, which removes the effect of council size that 

works through the non-predetermined spending variable. Again, spending is scaled in shares, 

although the results are similar when a per capita scaling is used. The results are reported in 

the Spending row. The insensitivity to this inclusion supports that I have identified a direct 

council size effect on grants. However, the analysis remains agnostic about whether there also 

is a common-pool driven direct council size effect on spending, or whether the direct council 

size effect on grants leads to an indirect effect on spending. 
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Next, I examine the composition of long-run and short-run effects. This is interesting 

since most of the lobbying opportunities lie in affecting the long-run formulas. The natural 

way to examine dynamics by including further lags is not very attractive when using IV as 

these variables increase the number of endogenous regressors. High auto-correlation in 

council size also makes it difficult to sort out the effects precisely. 

The approach I take indirectly evaluates the different effects by replacing all first lagged 

independent variables in equation (7) and (8) with further lagged variables. These results are 

reported in the xth lag rows, where x denote the lag used. When using first lags in the main 

specification, we allow the effect of a council size change on grants received to take place 

immediately in the following year. The estimated effect is the average yearly effect in the 

post-change years relative to the pre-change years. This is the most inclusive measure 

capturing all short-run and long-run effects.8 When using the xth lag, what we get is loosely 

speaking the additional long-run effects after x years. More exactly, we get the average yearly 

effect during the post-change period less the first x post-change years relative to the average 

of the pre-change period and the first x post-change years. 

The estimated additional council size effects decrease rather immediately as lags further 

back in time are used. After four years the additional effects are no longer significant. Much 

of the effects therefore realizes quite fast. This does not mean that the effects disappear in the 

long-run, just that the additional long-run effects are small compared to the immediately 

realized short-run and long-run effects. 

I also explicitly model the long-run effects, by including weighted averages of the last 

four years’ values for the independent variables. This allows the lagged effects to occur up to 

four years back. The estimated effect can be interpreted as the effect of changing council size 

and then holding the council size constant for four consecutive years. The results are reported 

in the 1st-4th lags row, and are similar to main first lag results. 

Another way to incorporate long-run effects explicitly is to aggregate data by election 

periods, which allows the influence to be election-period-wise. Since election periods are 

three years long prior to and four years after 1994, and because I only have data for two out of 

three years in the first election period, the years receive different weights. Except for this, the 

estimates have a similar interpretation as the main yearly specification. The results are 

reported in the Election term row, and are close to the main yearly results. 

 
                                                 
8 However, when there are several council size changes in a local government, the long-run post-second change 
effects of the first change is not included. But there are few multiple changes in the sample. 
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6.3 Threshold Specific Estimates 

I have until now assumed a homogenous council size effect across the thresholds, as I have 

pooled data over all thresholds, and estimated a single council size effect. The plausibility of 

this assumption can be evaluated by estimating independent threshold specific effects. I do 

this by calculating distinct-IV estimates for each of the thresholds, using a five percent 

subsample around one threshold at a time and the instrument relevant for that threshold, as 

well as fixed effects and an assignment polynomial. This procedure also eliminates eventual 

weak instrument bias, since this bias disappears as the number of instruments decreases 

toward the number of endogenous regressors according to Angrist and Kreuger (2001). I also 

look at the reduced-form estimates to get an intuitive understanding of the results.  

The threshold specific estimates are reported in Table 7. I report the first-stage 

(reduced-form) OLS estimates of the instruments on Council in the First Zx rows, the 

reduced-form OLS estimates of the instruments on Grants in the Reduced Zx rows, and the 

distinct-IV 2-SLS estimates of Council on Grants in the IV Zx rows, where Zx denotes the 

relevant instrument and threshold. Each cell reports the estimates from one separate 

regression. The distinct-IV point estimates for a threshold could also be obtained by dividing 

the reduced-form point estimates with the first-stage point estimates. 

Passing each threshold has a positive effect on council size that is statistically 

significant according to the first-stage estimates (which was previously illustrated in Figure 

2). Passing the first threshold increases council size with around one politician and passing 

each of the last two thresholds has around three times larger effects. Since only around 50 

percent of the local governments that pass a threshold also change council size, the average 

change among changers, is double the estimated average change.  

Passing each of the thresholds has a negative effect on grants received according to the 

reduced-form estimates (which was previously illustrated in Figure 3). The effects are larger 

for the last two thresholds than for the first threshold, but only statistically significant at the 

five percent level for the second threshold. This is the case because there are many fewer 

identifying observations around the other thresholds (as shown in Table 3).  

The distinct IV-estimates are all negative as passing each threshold increases council 

size but decreases grants received. This is strong support for a general negative council size 

effect as it occurs at three different thresholds with different average council sizes. All 

estimates are also all around the single main estimated effect of -4.5, which provides evidence 

for the constant council size effect assumption in the main specification. 
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Table 6. Threshold specific estimates 
 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 
Polynomials None 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

First Z12  1.075* 1.029* 1.100* 1.025* 1.006* 
 (0.620) (0.601) (0.601) (0.598) (0.583) 
First Z24 2.620*** 2.952*** 2.795*** 2.726*** 2.711*** 
 (0.884) (0.904) (0.814) (0.794) (0.783) 
First Z36 2.374 2.811* 2.929* 2.884* 2.884* 
 (1.451) (1.595) (1.592) (1.625) (1.625) 
Red Z12 -4.108* -4.256* -4.733* -4.308* -3.946 
 (2.402) (2.454) (2.446) (2.522) (2.625) 
Red Z24 -11.423* -15.680*** -14.732*** -14.629*** -14.270** 
 (5.606) (4.066) (5.162) (5.134) (5.293) 
Red Z36 -14.038* -7.717 -10.809 -13.880 -13.880 
 (6.984) (10.224) (10.361) (9.623) (9.623) 
IV Z12 -3.820 -4.135 -4.302 -4.204 -3.922 
 (3.113) (3.382) (3.231) (3.316) (3.233) 
IV Z24 -4.360* -5.312*** -5.271** -5.366** -5.264** 
 (2.296) (2.036) (2.462) (2.476) (2.533) 
IV Z36 -5.912 -2.745 -3.690 -4.813 -4.813 
 (5.188) (4.218) (4.638) (4.906) (4.906) 

Notes: The estimates are estimates of the instruments Zx in the First Zx and Red Zx rows and of 
Council in the IV Zx rows, where Zx denotes the relevant instrument and threshold. Each 
estimate comes from one separate regression. Council is the dependent variable in the First Zx 
rows and Grants is the dependent variable in the other rows. OLS is used in the First Zx and Red 
Zx rows, and 2-SLS is used in the IV Zx rows. Polynomials refer to polynomials in Voters. All 
regressions are done on the five percent sample around the relevant threshold. Huber-White 
robust standard errors allowing for clustering within local governments are in parentheses. * 
significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. 

 

Another way to get threshold specific estimates is to estimate reduced-form equations 

including instruments and observations from all three thresholds, and then construct threshold 

specific Wald-estimates by dividing the reduced-form estimates with each other. In fact the 

main single estimated effects are weighted averages of such Wald-estimates. I report the 

distinct-IV results as standard errors cannot be obtained for the Wald-estimates. The Wald-

estimates are however close to their distinct-IV counterparts. 

The similar distinct-IV estimates also indicate that the instruments are exogenous. If 

another variable than council size also changes discretely when a threshold is passed, this 

change rather than the council size change may be the cause of the change in grants received. 

However, if such a variable seriously biases the estimates at one threshold, the estimated 

council size effects would differ significantly across thresholds. This is essentially what is 

tested in an overidentification test. The threshold specific estimates illustrate why instrument 

exogeneity could not be rejected previously. 

Another specification check is to estimate reduced-form estimates at several placebo 

thresholds. I use threshold samples within five percent of the threshold values and a third 
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order assignment polynomial, and plot the results, which are insensitive to adding further 

polynomial orders, in Figure 4. The hollow circles show the first-stage estimates of how 

council size changes, and the solid triangles the reduced-form estimates of how share of 

grants received changes, as a threshold is passed. I connect the estimates with lines across the 

thresholds. The thresholds are placed out with regular intervals of 4,000 eligible voters up to 

40,000 eligible voters.9 This interval length prevents overlapping supports across thresholds, 

and includes the three real thresholds at 12,000, 24,000, and 36,000 eligible voters, which are 

marked with dashed lines, as well as seven placebo thresholds, with thresholds below the 

lowest, above the highest, and in between the three real thresholds.  
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Figure 4. Placebo thresholds 

 

At all three real thresholds, council size increases and grants received decreases, which just 

illustrates that the estimated negative council size effect. At the placebo thresholds on the 

other hand, council size and grants received increases sometimes and decreases other times. 

These changes are mostly smaller than the changes at the real thresholds indicating that 

something systematic is going on at the real thresholds. The “noise” is however sometimes 

                                                 
9 Above 40,000 eligible voters there are very few observations. 
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rather large at the placebo thresholds, especially at the later thresholds. A fact that contributes 

to this pattern is that there are relatively few observations at those thresholds as more than 

half the sample contain observations with less than 12,000 eligible voters. However, when 

there is a larger positive noise in one plot, this is usually accompanied by a larger negative 

noise in the other plot. The plots therefore mirror each other quite well, and even the placebo 

thresholds suggest that council size and grants received move in opposite directions, albeit for 

unknown “noisy” reasons. 

 

 

7. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

I have formulated a collective lobbying model that predicts a certain relationship between 

council size and grants received. An indirect way to study lobbying is to examine this 

relationship empirically, and I did this for the distribution of intergovernmental grant to the 

Swedish local governments the last 25 years. I found that increasing local government council 

size with one politician decreases grants received with 4.5 percent of average share, which 

corresponds to 0.9 percent average local government income. 

This pattern could be seen as evidence for the occurrence of lobbying activities as the 

model shows that such distortions are likely products of such activities. Further, the negative 

relationship suggests that there are important free-riding incentives among local government 

politicians that outweigh the importance of other factors like effort relevance, effort cost, 

spending on public goods, and scale effects that may reduce such incentives. There is 

therefore a collective action problem in lobbying effort contribution to raise grants to the local 

government, which results in a group size paradox. 

Is the estimated council size effect unreasonably large? To investigate this, I compare 

the effect with the variation in share of grants received in the whole system, including the 

outliers and the net contributors. To explain a variation of 1.0 standard deviations in grants 

received requires a variation of 3.1 standard deviations in council size. The extremum values 

of grants received span 3,300 percent of average share, whereas the span in extremum values 

of council size implies a variation of 320 percent. Further, average change in grants received 

is 9.6 percent per year and the largest change 1,860 percent per year. The average council size 

change explains 0.51 percent, the average change among the changers 30.1 percent, and the 

extremum change 135 percent. Council size can therefore only explain a small part of the 

extremely large variation in grants received between and within local governments. 
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The estimated council size effect may apply to local governments with 10,000 to 

100,000 inhabitants (among which roughly two thirds are voters) and 30 to 75 politicians. 

However, as discussed in the theory section, there are a large number of potentially important 

institutional aspects. The design of the system and the bureaucratic tradition are therefore 

probably major determinants of the outcome. More empirical research on other countries is 

needed before any conclusions can be drawn about the importance of these other aspects.  

This paper has implications for the common pool literature. I have shown that the 

council size effect on grants received identified here is not working through spending, and 

therefore not common-pool driven. If grants received constitute a large part of local 

government spending, the reverse pattern may however be important, i.e. there could be a 

council size effect on spending that works through grants received, which could be lobbying 

driven. In such an instance, the empirical common pool literature needs to remove this 

channel of causation before interpreting the effect as a common pool effect.  

The presence of lobbying and council size distortions should be of great concern. 

Lobbying activities are generally considered wasteful activities as they are non-productive 

and distort resource allocation. However, such activities also convey (often correct) 

information to the central government. In the standard monopoly rent-seeking case, such 

information has no value as the free-market price mechanism carry all necessary information 

for efficient allocation. In the case of intergovernmental grants, there is no price mechanism, 

and such information may help the central government allocate resources more efficiently and 

equitably. It is therefore not clear whether limiting lobbying would improve welfare.  

Although lobbying by the politicians could improve efficiency by revealing important 

information, the way it takes place by inducing a council size distortion cannot be efficient 

from a first best perspective. According to theory, lobbying may take place in a council-size 

distortion-free way. Whether the present situation yet constitutes a second best outcome (with 

first best unattainable), cannot be answered here. Without an elaborated welfare analysis, this 

paper can therefore not give any policy recommendations. In fact, the council size distortion 

neither reveals anything about the extent of lobbying, as the size of this distortion is not 

related to grant-dissipation in a simple way. 

Rent-seeking theories have flourished for decades, and lobbying is a phenomenon often 

studied theoretically. There are however still very few empirical papers. How extensive are 

these activities, and what kind of patterns do they give rise to? This paper identifies the 

intergovernmental grant distribution system as a suitable investigation object to indirectly 

study lobbying and outlines how an investigation can be conducted in this special case.  
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Proposition 1. Inserting equation (5) into equation (4) gives 
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Treating L as fixed in equation (A1), totally differentiating with respect to πi and ni, and then 

rearranging gives the following within equilibrium result: 
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where 
( )
( )ij

ijij
c l'c

l''cl
=η  denotes the cost elasticity of effort. Quasi-convexity of c(lij) gives ηc ≥ 0, 

with equality for the linear case.  

To see Proposition 1a for the within equilibrium case, rewrite equation (A2) as:  
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The relationship between share of grants received and council size is negative when e and ηc 

are sufficiently low. High e or ηc might however reverse the group size paradox. To see 

Proposition 1b for the within equilibrium case, differentiate equation (A2) with respect to the 

parameters: 
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For comparative statics across equilibria, we need to take account of the response of L 

which is the same as imposing the restriction in equation (6). To see that nothing changes 

qualitatively, consider an increase in nx in local government x when nx has a positive within 

equilibrium effect on πx. The increase in πx then increases lx when L is kept constant, as 

                                                 
a A sufficient condition for existence of an interior and unique equilibrium is e ≤ c’(lij)*L/G. The proof parallels 
Esteban and Ray (2001) proof of existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium for their equation (9). 
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πx = 1x/L. Now, allow L to adjust to its new equilibrium value. This adjustment must be 

positive since  and since l∑
≠

+=
m

xi
ix llL i is kept constant for i ≠ x. Then πi must decrease for 

i ≠ x. But then πx must increase for equation (6) to hold, and the positive within equilibrium 

pattern also holds across equilibria. Same reasoning holds when the within equilibrium 

relationship is non-positive. QED. 

 

Proof of proposition 2. We can derive grant dissipation by summing the within equilibrium 

condition in equation (A1) over all local governments i and make use of equation (6). We then 

get the grant-dissipation condition: 
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QED. 
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